SEC EDGAR® SEARCHING

Our suite of search pages on SEC disclosure by public companies has long been the anchor of our research platform. Use our SEC Filings search page for powerful searching at both the filing and company levels; use our dedicated disclosure pages to drill down even deeper, to quickly find precious needles in the haystack of SEC EDGAR filings.

With our SEC Filings search page, you can:

• Start from a Library of Predefined Searches—a collection of 130+ searches already constructed for you to expedite finding the information you need
• Use our IPO search to view filings associated with initial public offerings, including registration statement, prospectus and pricing supplements
• Target exhibits to find agreements, contracts, correspondence and other important documents
• Search at the item level for key form types (10-K, 8-K, 10-Q, etc.) to zero in on legal proceedings, MD&A, D&O, executive compensation, beneficial ownership, financial statements and more
• Filter by a variety of company characteristics, including industry, index membership, location and detailed financial information (market cap, revenue, etc.)
• Search on investment company and mutual fund filers, use our mutual fund families lookup and search on form groups specific to investment companies

In addition, take advantage of these specific search pages:

• A proprietary database of law firm relationships, using new, advanced natural language processing algorithms to identify firms that have represented public companies for SEC filings
• An exempt offerings database featuring all electronic filings of Form D
• Search pages dedicated to securities registrations, risk factors and insider filings

A Lexis® Securities Mosaic® license also includes full access to our industry’s best customer support, research assistance and training. Whether you need help refining a search or just want to get caught up on all our latest features and datasets, our experienced support staff is only a call or email away.

Tap into this brilliant repository of federal agency and industry knowledge today.

Contact us to learn more.
866.650.3600
LEXISNEXIS.COM/LSMSUPPORT